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ABSTRACT 

Changes in the angle of illumination incident upon a 3D 
surface texture can significantly alter its appearance. imply- 
ing variations in the image texture. These texture varia- 
tions produce displacements of class members in the feature 
space, increasing the failure rates of texture classifiers. To 
avoid this problem, a model-based texture recognition sys- 
tem which classifies textures seen from different distances 
and under different illumination directions is presented in 
this paper. The system works on the basis of a surface 
model obtained by means of 4-source Colour Photometric 
Stereo, used to generate 2D image textures under different 
illumination directions. The recognition system combines 
co-ocmence matrices for feature extraction with a Nearest 
Neighbour classifier. Moreover, the recognition allows one 
to guess the approximate direction of the illumination used 
to capture the test image. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The main motivation of this paper is the necessity to find 
methods to reduce texture classification errors caused by 
changes in illuminant direction. The 2-dimensional texture 
in the image. the image texture, is produced by variation in 
both surface reflectance and surface relief. While the re- 
flectance properties are intrinsic to the surface, the surface 
relief produces a pattem of shadings that depends strongly 
on the direction of the illumination 111. Thus, the image 
texture created by a 31) surface texture changes drastically 
with the imaging geometry as illustrated in fig. I. 

These changes in the illumination can introduce criti- 
cal misclassification rates. if the illumination direction is al- 
tered between training and classification. Most of the clas- 
sification approaches proposed in the literature do not take 
into account the effect of illumination on the imaged scene, 
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Fig. 1. Three images of the same surface-texture sample 
captured using different illuminant tilt angles. 

thus tacitly assuming that the illumination direction is con- 
stant. Very few works have been published on this topic. Le- 
ung and Mal& [2]  developed a texture classification scheme 
that identifies 3D "textons" in the Columbia-Utrecht database 
for the purpose of illumination and viewpoint invariant clas- 
skation. Kecently. Chantler et al. 131 presented a formal 
theory which demonstrates that changes in the tilt of the il- 
lumination direction make texture features to follow super- 
elliptical trajectories in multi-dimensional feature spaces. 
Based on their work. Penirschke et al. (41 developed an illu- 
minant rotation invariant classification scheme. This work 
is based on the use of photometric stereo for the detection 
of surface relief. and the use of Gabor features. The produc- 
tion of features by filtering, however, requires the use of all 
points of the surfacdimage, the surface gradient of some of 
which may have been wrongly calculated by the pholomet- 
ric stereo technique. In this paper, we also rely on the use of 
photometric stereo, but we use features wnsuucted fromw- 
occurrence matrices which can be computed by using only 
the points for which the photometric stereo technique pro- 
duces reliable results. In addition, the model-based texture 
recognition system we present is able to cope with changes 
in the direction of illumination (changes in the tilt angle'), 

'We define our camera axis parallel lo the z-axis. Therefore. the ill" 
minant lilt is the angle the illuminant vectnr makes wiih the x-axis when it 
is projected onto h e  x. y plane. ie the image plane. The illuminant slant is 
the angle that the illmimnt v e c m  makes with the camera axis, 
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as well as changes in the distance of the camera2. 
The surface model obtained is derived by using Colour 

Pliotornetric Stereo (CPS) [51. From this photometric infor- 
mation and by using an image distance prediction method 
described in 161, image textures of the surfaces at a longer 
distance from the camera and for various directions of illu- 
mination are generated. These image textures are used as 
models in the classification process. Moreover, this model- 
based recognition allows one to guess the approximate di- 
rection of the illumination under which the test image was 
captured. 

2. RECOGNITION SYSTEM 

The whole procedure of the texture recognition system is 
illustrated in fig. 2. The procedure is divided in two main 
phases: virtual irtiage generatioil and recognition. 

2.1. Virtual database creation 

In the virtual database generation, 4-source CPS described 
in 151 is used to compute the derailed shape and colour of 
a rough surface when seen by a camera at the zenith of the 
surface. We assume that all the information conceming the 
surface texture constructed from the CPS is available in a 
database. From this photometric information a new set of 
texture images imaged under different directions of illumi- 
nation is generated. This database (we shall refer to as "vir- 
tual" database) is used as a reference database for the pur- 
pose of classification. 

Furthermore, we can extend the recognition of textures 
to the recognition of textures seen from a longer distance. 
A virtual database of images corresponding to the longer 
distance is generated using the image prediction method de- 
scribed in [GI. This method allows us to predict fmm the 
information extracted by CPS how an image of the surface 
would look like when seen from a longer distance and for 
any direction of illumination. Note that this is the image 
prediction process shown in the recognition scheme (see 
fig. 2).  Omitting this process, the scheme illustrates the 
recognition of textures seen from the same distance. 

2.2. Recognition procedure 

The recognition procedure starts by extracting a represen- 
tative feature vector for each texture image in the virtual 
database. The co-ocurrence matrices [71 are used to extract 
features as contrast, homogeneity and energy for 20 differ- 
entvalues of a distance d (distances between 11. . . 551 incre- 
mented by 3 steps are chosen in our experiments). l h e  co- 
ocurrence matrices are implemented in an anisotropic way. 

2A change in the camera distance only implies a change in the z mor- 
dinate. 

Fig. 2. Recognition scheme. 

We analyse 4 different directions: 0", 45", QO", 135'. so we 
have in all 240 texture features ( 3  features x 4 directions 
x 20 distances). Among all the computed features, those 
which could discriminate between the different classes best 
are chosen. Due to the large number of features the Sequen- 
tial Forward Selection (SFS) [81 algorithm is applied in or- 
der to find the best feature set. The feature evaluation is 
performed applying the Nearest Neighbour classifier over a 
set of training images. Therfore, the obtained classification 
rate gives us the measure of subsec quality. 

When the feature set is selected. the feature vectors for 
the unknown image textures (test images) are calculated and 
assigned to one of the classes of the virtual database, esti- 
mating also the direction of illumination. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL TRIALS 

The proposed recognition system was tested with 18 pho- 
tometric sets (18 different surface textures) consisting of 4 
images each. As well as of the 4 images used in the photo- 
metric sets, 12 different images for each surface were cap- 
tured for testing. using 12 illuminant tilt angles between 0' 
and 360" incremented by steps of 30'. See the illumination 
set up in fig. 3.a. All surfaces were illuminated at a slant an- 
gle of 55'. These are the images we shall want to classify, 
using as reference images those generated by the photomet- 
ric stereo sets. Moreover, another set of 12 test images for 
each surface were captured fmm a longer distance in order 
to evaluate the recognition at a different distance. 

As it has been explained earlier, the main objectives are 
to improve the texture recognition and to evaluate the accu- 
racy with which the system estimates the illuminant tilt an- 
gle of the light source. For the estimation of the tilt angle we 
used as reference in the virtual database four new illuminant 
tilt angles: 10". 100". 190" and 280" (see fig. 3.b). These 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 3. Illumination setup. (a) Illuminant tilt angles used 
to capture the test images. (b) Illuminant tilt angles used 
to create the virtual databax. The unknown illuminant tilt 
angle of the test image has to be classified to the nearest one 
among these four angles used for the creation of the virtual 
database. 

Best case 
Model-based 
Naive case 

are the illuminant directions of the images generated from 
the photometric sets, and also the approximated tilt angles 
which the recognition gives us. Consequently. we classify 
test images imaged from 12 directions of illumination into 
the nearest texture class, and with one of the 4 illuminant tilt 
angles presented in the vinual database. Note that a virtual 
database of 72 image textures (18 surfaces x4 illuminant 
tilt angles) is created. 

Using the data collected as described, we carry out two 
sets of experiments: in the first set we perform classification 
without image prediction, ie we use reference images and 
test images captured from the same distance. In this set of 
experiments we compare the results of our model-based ap- 
proach with the results obtained in the “best” case. in which 
the models are real images captured with the same illumi- 
nation angle as the test images, as well as with the “naive” 
case. in which just a single image of one illuminant direc- 
tion is used to characterise each texture class. In the second 
set of experiments, we not only use test images captured 
with different illumination angle from those in the virtual 
database. but images which, in addition, have been captured 
From a longer distance than the distance used to capture the 
original photomeuic images. 

Without image prediction With image prediction 
Texture llluminant Texture Illuminant 
100% 86.73% 100% 85.03% 

91.48% 6662% 89.40% 60.96% 
88.84% 81.22% 

3.1. Classification without image prediction 

Due to the large size of the test images. we produced from 
each one of them different subimages of size 133 x 133, to 
be used for testing. During the feature selection process we 
used a training set of test images composed of 18 x 12 x 3 = 
648 test images (18 different surfaces, 12 different direc- 
tions of illumination, 3 subimages). While for the classi- 
fication purpose we used 9 subimages. obtaining a set of 
18 x 12 k 9 = 1944 test images. 

Using our model-based approach we obtained a 97.48% 

Table 1. Texture and illuminant classification rates obtained 
for the best case, model-based and naive case. 

of texture classification, while we estimated correctly the il- 
luminant tilt angle with an accuracy of 66.62%. However, 
in the “best”case in which we used original images as refer- 
ences for the purpose of classification. the texture classifica- 
tion obtained was loo%, while the illuminant classification 
was 86.73%. For the “naive” case in which just one illumi- 
nant Juection was used for training, the texture classifica- 
tion wa$88.84% accurate. Note that using our model-based 
approach classification e m r s  caused by changes in illumi- 
nant direction are reduced compared with the “naive” case. 

3.2 Classificalion with image prediction 

As we did previously, from each captured image we ere- 
ated 9 subimages to be used for testing. Thus, we had in all 
1944 test images captured by the same camera but from a 
longer distance than those in the training set. After apply- 
ing the feature selection algorithm and choosing the appro- 
priate feature set, we applied the classifier to the udaown 
test images. Using our model-based approach we classi- 
fied 89.40% of them into the correct texture class, while 
we estimated with an accuracy of 60.96% the illuminant tilt 
angle. As in the previous results, we arrived at 100% of 
texture classification using the “best” case. while the iUu- 
minant classification was 85.03%. For the “naive” case the 
texture classification was 81.22%. 

3.3. Discussion 

Table 1 summarises the obtained texture and illuminant clas- 
sification rates using our model-based approach, the “best” 
case, and the ”naive” case. Note that misclassification er- 
rors of the model-based approach without doing image dis- 
tance prediction is presumed to be due to both inadequate 
image generation of CPS and limitations of the classifier it- 
self, whereas the “best” c a e  misclassification may be due 
solely to the latter. Note also that the results demonstrate 
that our model-based approach reduces the classification er- 
rors caused by changes in illuminant direction compared 
with the “naive” case. When the image distance predic- 
tion is used, all misclassification errors increased due to the 
error inuoduced by the image distance prediction method. 
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Fig. 4. One image of each of the eighteen sample textures. 

However. good classification errors are achieved consider- 
ing the errors produced by CPS. distance predicion method, 
and limitations of the classifier. 

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

We presented a model-based texture recognition system able 
to classify textures when seen from different distances and 
under different directions of illumination. TheCsourceCPS 
has been used in order to obtain a surface model for each 
texture. Using this information and using an image predic- 
tion process, different image textures under various illumi- 
nant directions are generated. These images are used as a 
reference set for the classification purpose with the aim to 
reduce the classification errors caused by changes in illumi- 
nant direction. The results presented in this paper demon- 
mate the validity of the system. including its capacity to 
estimate approximately the direction of the light source. 
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